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Abstract—Recently, the concept of Internet of Things, referred
to as IoT, has drawn a great deal of research attention for
realizing an intelligent society. The IoT is expected to comprise
millions of heterogeneous smart “things” having sensor terminals,
which may collect various types of information. By sending
these collected information via IoT, it is possible to construct
many smart systems, e.g., automatic prevention of traffic jam
and so on. However, the coverage of IoT and the capacity of
its ground networks are, still, not capable enough to connect
the numerous devices and terminals deployed all over the
world. Therefore, there is an urgent need for effective data
collection in such systems. In this work, we focus on effective
data collection by Satellite-Routed Sensor System (SRSS), which
makes it possible to gather data from wide areas arbitrarily
yet efficiently. However, multiple accesses from the numerous
things to a satellite result in data collisions and increase the
delay. For effectively resolving the problem of data collisions, we
envision a new method, which utilizes a “divide and conquer”
approach to collect data from the numerous things based upon
demand. Also, we mathematically demonstrate how to optimize
the operating time of our proposed. The effectiveness of our
proposal is evaluated through numerical results.

Index Terms—Divide and conquer, data collection, Internet of
Things (IoT), and satellite-routed sensor system (SRSS).

I. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable development of network environment and

communication technologies has taken our society one step

closer to ubiquitous communication whereby numerous de-

vices (e.g., personal computers, mobile phones, and smart

devices) can be connected to the Internet any time [1], [2]. In

the near future, it is expected that, in addition to these devices,

every other physical thing on the planet is also going to be

hooked up with the network. This concept is the cornerstone

to realizing the Internet of Things (IoT) [3], [4]. The IoT is

expected to comprise millions of heterogeneous smart things,

having sensor terminals deployed over home appliances, cars,

buildings, and so on [5]. Data collection from these sensor

terminals via IoT can improve our lives and help build an

intelligent society [6]. Consider some simple yet practical

examples as follows. Data collected from thermometer sensor

in houses can be used to automatically adjust the temperature

of the houses. Data gathered from cars, on a wide area, might
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Fig. 1. An example of an SRSS used for facilitating the IoT.

be utilized to prevent traffic jams. To materialize such smart

systems, it is needed to collect data from these smart things

with sensor terminals rapidly and effectively. Indeed, how to

collect the data from a huge number of things is an important

issue. In addition, data collection concurrently from a wide

area also presents a significant challenge to realize smart

society [7].

Since the wireless networks can be flexibly exploited to

access many kinds of network devices, they present themselves

as an attractive means to communicate with smart things in

IoT [8]. In the wireless communication area, several kinds

of development such as ZigBee, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and Near

Field Communication (NFC) are considered as candidates to

communicate with these things. However, there remain many

areas where the afore-mentioned network services have not yet

covered. Moreover, since the network capacity is limited, it is

difficult to manage numerous things and to realize concurrent

access. As a consequence, we focus on a data collection tech-

nique by using the Satellite-Routed Sensor System (SRSS),

which is expected as a next generation technology to efficiently

collect data from wireless sensor terminals [9].

In the SRSS, a satellite collects data from sensor terminals

and sends the data to ground stations, which manage the

data from these sensor terminals as depicted in Fig. 1. By

using the satellite, it is also possible to collect data from

areas with inadequate network infrastructures (e.g., disaster-

stricken areas) where the ground network facilities were
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damaged/destroyed [10], [11]. In addition, since the satellite

network is superior in terms of simultaneous communication,

numerous sensor terminals are able to access the network at

the same time [12]. Thus, the SRSS offers a promising solution

to realize IoT efficiently and therefore, can help construct

the smart society. However, in an environment where a huge

number of sensor terminals are attached to many kinds of

things such as cars, homes, and buildings, and send data at any

time to the satellite, data collisions may occur at the satellite.

Therefore, an efficient access control method is necessary for

the system.

In this paper, we propose a method to efficiently collect data

from a large number of things, which have sensor terminals

attached, by using SRSS. In this proposal, satellite searches

the sensor terminals having data to send by dividing sensor

terminals to some groups and allocates bandwidth of the

satellite like a divide and conquer approach. Moreover, we

optimize the delay of total operating time in our proposal

with some mathematical expressions. Therefore, our proposed

method achieves efficient data collection from numerous sen-

sor terminals in IoT and minimizes the delay for the operating

time in the system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The

assumed network configuration of SRSS is presented in Sec-

tion II. In addition, the existing access control method and

their shortcomings are introduced in this section. Section III

describes our proposed method to effectively collect data from

numerous things by using a satellite. Section IV contains an

analysis of the operating time in our proposed method. An

analysis on waiting time of each sensor terminal is presented

in Section V. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in

Section VI.

II. NETWORK MODEL AND EXISTING ACCESS CONTROL

METHODS

In this section, we introduce assumed network model for

data collection. In this model, SRSS is utilized for realizing

efficient data collection in IoT. In addition, the traditional

access control methods which have been used for multiple-

access communications are introduced. Moreover, the short-

comings of these existing methods when they are adopted to

the supposed environment are described.

A. Network model for data collection in SRSS for IoT
We focus on the data collection in IoT by using SRSS. The

assumed SRSS comprises a satellite, numerous sensor termi-

nals attached to many kinds of things, and some monitoring

stations on the ground which collect the data from the sensor

terminals. It collects data simultaneously from the sensor

terminals deployed over a wide area. A Geostationary Earth

Orbit (GEO) satellite is considered as it is suitable, due to its

wide coverage [13], for collecting data from a large number

of sensor terminals. In addition, to receive data from a huge

number of sensor terminals, the satellite needs to use uplink

from the sensor terminals to the satellite. A prominent example

of utilizing the satellite link is the multibeam system [14],

which is able to efficiently utilize the frequency of satellite

because the terminals in the system deployed on separate areas

can use the same frequency range. Furthermore, the satellite

can concentrate the transmission power to a narrow area and

increase its transmission capacity. Thus, in the remainder

of this paper, we consider the SRSS using the multibeam

system. The sensor terminals are separated and managed by

the satellite in each beam.

Additionally, since sensor terminals are attached to various

things, the data generation patterns of the sensor terminals

also differ. Depending on the implementation of the sensor

terminals, these patterns are broadly classified into three

groups, namely constant, periodical, and random generation

patterns. For example, there are Keep-alive Message as the

constant data generation and Periodic Data Transmission as

the data generated periodically. On the other hand, Event-
triggered Data Transmission also exists as the randomly

generating data [15]. In these types of generated data, we

cannnot adjust the data collecting schedule to perfectly match

the timing of which the data are generated, especially with

randomly generated data. To construct the system to collect

data efficiently and flexibly, an appropriate method for random

access is, indeed, needed [16]. Therefore, we consider the

system whereby numerous sensor terminals randomly access

the satellite.

B. Existing access control methods
As mentioned earlier, an appropriate method for random

access in SRSS for efficiently and flexibly collecting data is

needed to facilitate communications between numerous sensor

terminals and a satellite. Since the random access causes

collisions of data at the terminals receiving the data, many

access control methods are developed such as Carrier Sense

Multiple Access/Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) and Carrier

Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) for

the common terrestrial networks. However, since many things

attached with sensor terminals are deployed over a wide area

and they communicate with the same satellite in the sup-

posed network environment, the distance between these sensor

terminals is significantly long to detect radio waves from

the neighboring sensor terminals. Thus, conventional access

control methods are supposed to be used in the communication

between the satellite and terminals deployed on the ground

even in 2012 [17].

The conventional access control methods are classified

into two groups, namely contention-based schemes and

fixed assignment schemes. As a contention-based scheme,

ALOHA [18] is a famous method used in the satellite

networks. In the case where ALOHA is used, upon data

generation, each terminal on the ground sends the data to a

satellite. If collisions occurs at the satellite due to the data

received from multiple terminals, each terminal waits for a

random time and then resends the data. By using the ran-

dom waiting time, the terminals can avoid further collisions.

Moreover, slotted ALOHA, which is developed by improving

the ALOHA is also a general method using random access

control. In the slotted ALOHA technique, each terminal is

controlled to send the data at a regular interval in contrast
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Fig. 2. An example of the flows to divide a number of sensor terminals into
some groups (like a binary partition tree).

with ALOHA, which permits each terminal to send its data at

any time. By controlling the sending time, the slotted ALOHA

avoids retransmissions which occur due to the data collisions.

Thus, the slotted ALOHA achieves higher throughput than

that in ALOHA. Furthermore, many schemes, which improve

ALOHA or slotted ALOHA, are developed in the work in [19].

On the other hand, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)

is well known as a fixed assignment scheme. In TDMA,

the terminals are allocated time-slots (which are the smallest

logical units for bandwidth allocation) and send their data

during the time-slots by rotation. Since each sensor terminal

can send data at different time instants with regular intervals,

it is possible to avoid the collisions caused by the overlapping

of the timing of data sending.

However, in the case where numerous terminals are de-

ployed that leads data generation at any time, the performance

of these conventional methods decreases drastically. In the case

of ALOHA and slotted ALOHA techniques, the increase of

the number of terminals causes the increase of probability that

more than one terminal send data to a satellite at the same

time. As a result, continuous collisions might occur and it

causes the decrease of the throughput performance. On the

other hand, although fixed assignment schemes achieve higher

performance in limited environments such as the case where

the terminals generate data constantly, an ineffective time-

slots assignment might occur when the data are arbitrarily

generated. Additionally, each terminal might need to wait for

a long time interval until the time-slots are assigned again

in the fixed assignment schemes in the case where numerous

terminals are deployed.

Thus, the performances of both contention-based and fixed

assignment schemes decrease in the case where numerous ter-

minals are deployed and the terminals generate data arbitrarily.

Therefore, a method to assign bandwidth on-demand to sensor

terminals that detects the sending event with a significantly

small operation time is required for the SRSS in IoT.

III. AN EFFECTIVE DATA COLLECTION WITH A DIVIDE

AND CONQUER APPROACH

In this section, we propose a new method to collect data

efficiently in SRSS for the IoT. We aim at collecting data on-

Algorithm 1 Proposed data collection algorithm

Join all sensor terminals into G(0,0)(0, Nsensor)
D = 0
S(D) = φ
Calculate Δa(D) and Δs(D)
while Δa(D) > Δs(D) do

/* Start searching phase */

while G(D,i)(α, β) exist do
Send SM to G(D,i)(α, β) in order of i
if NRM = 1 then

Add the detected sensor terminal to S(D)
else if NRM ≥ 2 then

Make G(D+1,2i)(α,
α+β−1

2 ), G(D+1,2i+1)(
α+β
2 , β)

end if
Remove G(D,i)(α, β)

end while
Allocate time-slots to the sensor terminals in S(D)
D++

S(D) = φ
Recalculate Δa(D) and Δs(D)

end while
/* Move to allocating phase */

Allocate time-slots to all remaining sensor terminals

demand efficiently from the sensor terminals, which have some

data, to send to numerous other terminals with a significantly

small operating time. In our proposed method, the satellite

collects data from the sensor terminals on-demand by a

“divide and conquer” approach to avoid ineffective bandwidth

allocation. Fig. 2 shows the example of the process-flow of our

proposal in case that there are thirty two sensor terminals. In

our proposal, the satellite repeats to divide the sensor terminals

into some groups for distinguishing the terminals having data

to send. This step is called the searching phase. Each group

G(D,i)(α, β) in Fig. 2, shows a group, consisting of sensor

terminals that have identification numbers ranging from α to

β, where D and i indicate the number of dividing (or division)

processes and the group ID after the dividing is conducted D
times, respectively.

By the end of every searching phase, each identified sensor

terminal will have a time-slot allocated. After repeating the

dividing process several times, the satellite stops dividing the

sensor terminals into groups and allocates time-slots to all

the remaining sensor terminals by using TDMA, regardless of

them having data to send or not, to decrease the total operation

time. By allocating time-slots to all the remaining terminals

regardless of them having data to send or not, our method can

avoid unnecessary time for confirming the existence of data

in the sensor terminals’ buffer. We refer to this step as the

allocating phase. In Fig. 2, the dividing process terminates at

the third iteration, i.e., D = 3, and then the allocating phase

starts.

The algorithm of our proposal is shown in Algorithm 1. All

the considered sensor terminals are added to a group, which is

initially described as G(0,0)(0, Nsensor). Secondly, the satellite

calculates Δa(0) and Δs(0), which describe the necessary time
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Fig. 3. An example of the processes involved in our proposal.

to allocate the time-slots to all the sensor terminals and the

required time to perform the searching phase one more time,

respectively. If the value of Δa(0) exceeds that of Δs(0), the

satellite starts the searching phase. In the searching phase, the

satellite broadcasts searching messages, referred to as SMs,

to each group G(D,i)(α, β) at a regular interval. The interval

has the duration of a single time slot that is t time units long.

If the sensor terminals, which already received the SMs, also

have data to send, they return the received messages, denoted

as RMs, to the satellite. Then, the satellite proceeds to the next

step according to the number of the RM(s) returned to it from

the terminals. We define the number of returned RMs from a

group of terminals as NRM. If NRM equals one, the detected

sensor terminal is added to the set of the sensor terminals,

which are allocated time-slots, namely S(D). On the other

hand, in the case where the number of sensor terminals having

data to send exceeds than one, the collision of RMs must occur

at the satellite. As a result, the satellite is unable to identify

the sensor terminals returning the RMs to it. Thus, if the data

collision is detected at the satellite, the satellite divides the

sensor terminals into two groups according to the identification

number of each sensor terminal. The satellite repeats this

process while G(D,i)(α, β) remains when the depth of the tree

is D. After that, the satellite allocates time-slots to the sensor

terminals in S(D) and the sensor terminals start to send the

data during their allocated time-slots. Moreover, the satellite

repeats the searching phase after increasing D by one.

An example of the process flow of the afore-mentioned

proposal is depicted in Fig. 3. The figure demonstrates the

process whereby some sensor terminals are divided to several

groups according to the identification number of each sensor

terminal. Each circle represents a sensor terminal and the

number in the circle indicates the identification number of

each terminal. In addition, the gray circles are sensor terminals

having data to send. As shown in Fig. 3, if there are some

sensor terminals having data to send in the group, the dividing

process is repeated. In this case, after dividing twice (i.e., when

the value of D is two), the sensor terminals are divided to four

groups, and one of these groups is guaranteed to include only

a single sensor terminal having data to send while another

having no terminal having data to send. Then, the dividing

process to the two groups is stopped, and the sensor terminal

detected to have data to send is allocated appropriate time-

slots. On the other hand, since the each of the other two groups

have more than one sensor terminal having data to send, these

groups are divided into two further groups, respectively. After

this division (i.e, when the value of D becomes three), it

becomes clear that the two of these remaining four groups

have only one sensor terminal having data to send. Thus,

each of the sensor terminals included in these two groups is

allocated time-slots by the satellite. By this way, the number of

sensor terminals, which identified as having the data to send,

increases with the value of D. However, since the satellite has

to send SMs each time to the sensor terminals group when

the value of D increases, the operation time of the above

mentioned searching phase increases also.

Therefore, in our proposed scheme, the searching phase is

stopped after a certain number of times of dividing even if

there remain groups including more than one sensor terminal

having data to send. After stopping the searching phase,

the satellite allocates time-slots by using TDMA to all the

sensor terminals in each of the remaining groups whenever

the terminals have data or not. This allocation phase leads

to decreasing the wasted time of the searching phase. In

addition, the value of D, based on which the satellite stops

the searching phase, is set to the larger value of the following

two parameters, Δa(D) and Δs(D).
In our proposed method, since the number of groups is small

when the value of D is small, the value of Δs(D) is also small

while the number of the remaining sensor terminals is large at

that time. Thus, the searching phase is supposed to continue for

a certain period. After repeating the searching phase on several

occasions, since the total number of the sensor terminals

decreases by the searching phase, Δa(D) decreases, while

the number of groups increases with the value of D, which

causes an increase in Δs(D). Therefore, the searching phase

is stopped, and the allocation phase commences when Δs(D)
exceeds Δa(D). As a consequence, the total operating time

is minimized. In the following section, a detailed analysis on

the operating time of our proposal is presented.

IV. ANALYSIS ON OPERATING TIME

In this section, we mathematically analyze the amount

of time required for the searching and allocation phases,

respectively, when the value of D changes. Furthermore, the

minimized total operating time in our proposed method is

expressed analytically.

A. Formulation of the operating time of our proposal
First, we formulate Δs(D), which denotes the amount of

time required for the searching phase at certain depth of the

tree. Δs(D) is expressed as the sum of the Round Trip Time

(RTT) between the satellite and the sensor terminals.

Since the satellite sends SMs to each group at a regular

interval, t, the total amount of RTT is represented as the sum

of the propagation time, during which the satellite sends SMs
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to each group of the terminals, the propagation time during

which terminals having data to send in each group returns

RM to the satellite, and sum of the regular intervals. Thus,

it depends on the distance between the satellite and sensor

terminals [20], and the number of remaining groups. Here,

we define the amount of time of the RTT and the number

of remaining groups as rtt and Gr, respectively. Thus, the

necessary time to wait until the satellite finishes sending SMs

at a regular interval and RM returns from the sensor terminal

which receives the SM at last is expressed as the sum of rtt
and (Gr(D)−1) ·t. Therefore, Δs(D) is expressed as follows.

Δs(D) = rtt+ (Gr(D)− 1) · t, (1)

where the rtt is expressed with altitude of satellite, hsat, and

light speed, c, as follows.

rtt =
2 · hsat

c
. (2)

On the other hand, let Δd(D) denote the required time to

allocate time-slots to the sensor terminals having data to send

that are detected in the searching phase when the depth of the

tree is D. Then, Δd(D) can be expressed with the number of

sensor terminals allocated time-slots and the size of the time-

slot, t. Since the number of sensor terminals, which have been

allocated time-slots, is expressed as an absolute value of the

set of the detected sensor terminals, Δd(D) is formulated as

follows.

Δd(D) = |S(D)| · t. (3)

Moreover, since |S(D)| equals the number of the groups,

which include a sensor terminal sending RM to the satellite

when the depth of tree is D, it is defined as the product of

Gr(D) and the probability, P(NRM=1)(D), that each remaining

group includes a sensor terminal having data to send. Since we

define the number of sensor terminals in each group as n(D)
and the number of all sensor terminals as Nall, the probability,

P(NRM=1)(D), is expressed with a likelihood that each sensor

terminal has data to send, p, as follows.

P(NRM=1)(D) = n(D)C1 · p · (1− p)n(D)−1, (4)

where

n(D) =
Nall

2D
. (5)

Therefore, |S(D)| is formulated as follows.

|S(D)| = P(NRM=1)(D) ·Gr(D). (6)

Now, we express the amount of time required for the

allocation phase. Since it depends on the number of the

remaining groups, it is also formulated as a function of D.

In our proposal, the satellite allocates all sensor terminals in

the remaining group. Thus, Δa is represented as the product

of the number of these sensor terminals and the size of the

time-slot allocated to each sensor terminal as follows.

Δa(D) = n(D) ·Gr(D) · t. (7)

B. Minimized total operating time of our proposal
In the remainder of this section, we introduce and analyze

the minimized total operating time in the proposed method. In

our proposal, the satellite determines whether to continue the

searching phase or move to the allocation phase by calculating

the time required for each phase. From the expressions,

discussed in the preceding section, it is evident that the amount

of time for each phase depends on Gr(D). Since the groups of

the sensor terminals remain or are removed according to the

number of returned RMs from each group in each searching

phase, the value of Gr(D) changes with the increase of the

value of D. When the value of D increases, the groups

including more than one sensor terminal having data to send

remain. We define the probability that the group remains as

P(NRM≥2), which is expressed as follows.

P(NRM≥2)(D) =

n(D)∑
k=2

{
n(D)Ck · pk · (1− p)n(D)−k

}
, (8)

where the value of k denotes the number of the sensor

terminals having data to send that are included in the group.

Since each group, which includes more than one sensor

terminal having data to send, is divided into two groups, the

number of groups when the value of D changes to D + 1 is

expressed as follows.

Gr(D + 1) = 2 ·Gr(D) · P(NRM≥2)(D). (9)

As shown in the above expressions, the number of the

remaining groups changes with the increase of value of D.

According to the change of the value of Gr(D), Δs and Δa

change and the satellite determines to move to the allocation

phase when the value of D increases to some level. Here, we

define the value of D at that time as Dopt, which minimizes

the total operating time by avoiding ineffective searching.

From Eq. 9, the number of the remaining groups (when the

value of D equals that of Dopt) is expressed as follows.

Gr(Dopt) =

Dopt−1∏
D=0

{
2 · P(NRM≥2)(D)

}
. (10)

Hence, the expected minimized total operating time, namely

Δt(Dopt), is described as the sum of the time for the searching

phase and that for allocating time-slots to the sensor terminals

detected in the searching phase while the value of D becomes

Dopt, and the time required to allocate the time-slots to all the

sensor terminals in the remaining group(s) at that time. Thus,

it is expressed as follows.

Δt(Dopt) =

Dopt−1∑
D=0

{Δs(D) + Δd(D)}+Δa(Dopt). (11)

Furthermore, if the value of D exceeds Dopt, Δs(Dopt)
which is larger than Δa is added to the total operating time.

Thus, Δt(Dopt +1) is always larger than Δt(D)opt. In other

words, Dopt always minimizes the value of Δt. Therefore,

Dopt is declared as follows.

Dopt = arg min
D

Δt(D). (12)
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Fig. 4. The change of Δs, Δa, and Δt when the value of D changes in each case where the value of p is different.

C. Numerical results of the operating time of our proposal

Here, we verify the change of the operating time in our

proposed method with numerical analysis. In addition, the

correctness of the afore-mentioned mathematical analysis is

also presented.

Our supposed network comprises a satellite and numerous

smart things having sensor terminals on the ground. A GEO

satellite is considered as it is suitable to collect data from a

wide area on the ground due to its high altitude and large

coverage. The altitude of the satellite is set to 36,000km.

Moreover, a TDMA-based system is considered to be used by

the satellite to allocate bandwidth to the sensor terminals. The

time-slot length is set to 50ms in our considered system. In

order to simplify the verification, we consider the bandwidth

allocation in a beam of satellite and a channel in the beam.

Thus, the satellite allocates time-slots to hundreds to thousands

of sensor terminals in a channel.

First, we verify the change of the expected operating time

in our proposed method, which includes the expected required

time for the searching and allocation phases when the value of

D changes. In this verification, we set the number of sensor

terminals as 1,000. Fig. 4 demonstrates the change of Δs, Δa,

and Δt when the value of D changes from zero to 10. When

the value of D becomes 10, each group which is divided ten

times includes just one sensor terminal. Thus, the searching

phase is necessarily stopped at that time when the number of

all sensor terminals is 1,000.

From Fig. 4a, it may be understood that Δs increases when

the value of D is small and starts to decrease after the value of

D increases to some value. Since the number of the remaining

groups increases by dividing in the searching phase when

the value of D is small, Δs initially increases. However, the

number of the remaining groups starts to decrease after that

because some groups begin to be detected as groups having

just one (or even no) sensor terminal having data to send. Due

to the fact that the number of the sensor terminals included in

each group becomes small, the probability that the groups are

detected as including just one or no sensor terminal having

data to send increases. Moreover, the timing that Δs starts to

decrease is earlier in the case where the value of p is small

in contrast with the case where the value of p is large. This

is because that the probability that the groups are detected as

including just one or no sensor terminal having data to send

becomes large earlier when the value of p is small.

 5
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Fig. 5. The change of Dopt when the number of sensor terminals in the
system is different.

In a similar way as shown in Fig. 4b, Δa decreases with the

increase of the value of D and the timing to start to decrease

is earlier in the case where the value of p is small. It is the

same reason why Δa starts to decrease when the value of D
increases to some extent.

Fig. 4c demonstrates the expected total operating time in

our proposed method. From this figure, the existence of the

optimal value of D which minimizes the total operating time

is confirmed. For example, when the value of p is 1%, Dopt

is confirmed as 6 from the figure. In addition, the optimal

value of D becomes larger with the higher values of p. It is

because that the value of D when Δa starts to decrease is

larger value when the value of p is larger. If the timing that

Δa starts to decrease is late, Δs takes a significantly smaller

value than Δa over relatively long periods of time. Moreover,

it is understood that the value of Δt slightly increase when the

value of D changes from 0 to 6. This is because Δt includes

the value of Δs which increases at that time.

Secondly, Fig. 5 depicts the change of the value of Dopt

when the number of sensor terminals in the system is different

while the value of p is 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. Here,

the change of the value of Dopt denotes the change of the value

of D, which minimizes the total operation time by avoiding

unnecessary searching in each case. As shown in Fig. 5, the

value of Dopt takes a substantially larger value when the

number of all the sensor terminals is large or the value of

p is large. This happens because the timing that Δa starts to

decrease becomes late. Thus, the number of times to repeat the
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searching phase becomes large. In the actual implementation,

the satellite sets Dopt equal to D when Δs(D) > Δa(D).
In the following section, we turn the focus on analyzing the

waiting time affected by our proposal from the perspective of

the sensor terminals.

V. ANALYSIS ON WAITING TIME OF EACH SENSOR

TERMINALS

In this section, we analyze the expectation value of the

waiting time after generating data at each sensor terminal

before the sensor completes transmitting its data to the satel-

lite. In addition, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed

method in contrast with traditional approaches, namely, slotted

ALOHA and TDMA-based fixed assignment scheme.

A. Waiting time formulation
First, we formulate the expectation value of the waiting

time of each sensor terminal in the case slotted ALOHA is

used as a access control method in SRSS. It is described as

Eq. 13. The first term of Eq. 13 is introduced in [18] as the

expectation value of the waiting time in slotted ALOHA under

a uniform backoff (UB) policy, where ω indicates the range of

the random waiting time after a collision occurs in the scheme.

In other words, each sensor terminal, which fails to send data

due to collision, chooses the waiting time in the range [1, ω]
in the UB policy. In addition, ps is defined as the transmission

success probability, which is expressed as the combination of

the new and re-transmitted packet arrival rates G (packets/t)
in a Poisson process as follows.

ps = e−G. (14)

However, in [18], a round trip propagation time between the

sender of the data and the corresponding receiver is assumed

as a smaller value than a single slot time. However, in the

SRSS, the propagation distance between the sensor terminals

and the satellite is large. Thus, we add the expectation value

of the round trip time in the process as the second term in

Eq. 13. In the slotted ALOHA technique, whenever a collision

occurs, the sensor terminals which already sent data have to

wait until a message is returned to them informing the collision

event. Hence, the expectation value of the round trip time is

expressed with the transmission success probability, ps, the

transmission failure probability, 1 − ps, and the round trip

time, rtt.
Secondly, the expectation value of the waiting time of

each sensor terminal in the TDMA-based fixed assignment

scheme is introduced. In this scheme, the satellite allocates

time-slots to all sensor terminals by a fixed rotation. The

sensor terminals, which are allocated time-slots, send data

to the satellite if they have data to send at that time. In

the case where the waiting time is the shortest value, the

waiting time from data generation to completion of the data

transmission is just the size of a time-slot, t. Also, in the worst

case scenario, the sensor terminal needs to wait until all the

other sensor terminals are allocated time-slots. The worst case

occurs when the data are generated while a sensor terminal is

transmitting previously generated data. Wherein each sensor

terminal has to wait Nall time-slots until the beginning of the

next transmission cycle. Furthermore, an additional time-slot

is required to transmit the new data itself. Hence, the worst

case waiting time equals to Nall +1 time-slots. As mentioned

above, the sensor terminals wait for a certain number of time-

slots according to the timing of the data generation. Since

the average data generating rate is constant, the expected

waiting time in a TDMA-based fixed assignment scheme can

be expressed as follows.

EWf =
1

{(Nall + 1) · t} − t
·
∫ (Nall+1)·t

t

xdx

=
N2

all − 1

2 ·Nall
· t. (15)

Now, we express the expectation value of the waiting

time of each sensor terminal in our proposed scheme. For

simplicity, we assume that data generation at the midstream

of the operating process in the proposed scheme is collected

to satellite at the next operating process as a whole. Thus,

we consider the required time for collecting data which the

sensor terminals have at the start of operating process a part

of the operating process time. In the case where the waiting

time is the shortest value, the sensor terminal can send data

after the first searching phase in the proposed scheme. In

this case, the sensor terminal has to wait for Δs(0) time

units. Additionally, the probability that this case occurs can

be expressed as P(NRM=1)(0). Thus, the expected waiting time

of each sensor terminal in this case can be expressed as the

product of Δs(0) and P(NRM=1)(0). For a sensor terminal

detected as having data to send while time-slots are being

allocated in one of the repeated searching phases, it sends

data after the current searching phase finishes. Additionally,

the shortest waiting time of each sensor terminal after the

current searching phase finishes is t and the longest one is

|S(D)| ·t. Thus, the expected waiting time can be expressed as

{(1+ |S(D)|) ·t}/2. Therefore, the total expected waiting time

in this case can be expressed as the product of the probability

that the case occurs and the sum of the waiting time to repeat

searching phase and {(1 + |S(D)|) · t}/2. On the other hand,

the sensor terminals, which are not detected in the searching

phase, send data during the allocating phase. Since the satellite

allocates time-slots to all the sensor terminals in each of the

remaining groups by using TDMA, regardless of them having

data to send or not, the expected time to send data in the

EWs=
t

2

(
3 + ω

ps
− ω

)
+ {rtt · ps · (1− ps) + 2 · rtt · ps · (1− ps)

2 + 3 · rtt · ps · (1− ps)
3 + · · · }

=
t

2

(
3 + ω

ps
− ω

)
+

1− ps
ps

· rtt. (13)
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Fig. 6. The expectation value of the waiting time of TDMA-based fixed
assignment scheme, slotted ALOHA, and our proposed method.

allocating phase can be calculated similarly to the previous

case.

On the other hand, the sensor terminals, which are not

detected in the searching phase, send data during the allocating

phase. Since the satellite allocates time-slots to all the sensor

terminals in each of the remaining groups even when they do

not have data to send, by using TDMA, the expected time to

send data in the allocating phase can be calculated similarly

to the previous case. Therefore, the expectation value of the

waiting time of each sensor terminal in our proposed scheme

is expressed as Eq. 16.

B. Numerical results of the Waiting time
Fig. 6 demonstrates the results of the expectation value of

the waiting time of the TDMA-based fixed assignment scheme,

slotted ALOHA, and our proposed method while the value of

p is changed from 1% to 10% and the number of considered

sensor terminals is set to 1,000. Furthermore, to calculate the

waiting time of the slotted ALOHA technique, we set ω to

600 since the value of ω needs to be large enough to avoid

repetitions of data collision events. Moreover, to compare the

slotted ALOHA technique and our proposed method in the

same environment, the value of ps is calculated from the value

of G, which is defined by using the value of p, Nall, t, and Δt

(the total operating time of our proposed method). The value

of G is expressed as follows.

G =
p ·Nall · t

Δt
. (17)

As shown in Fig. 6, our proposed method achieves a

significantly smaller expectation value of the waiting time than

the two other existing schemes at any time when the value of

p increases. It means that the satellite can collect data from

numerous sensor terminals with a substantially high real-time

performance in our proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

In order to realize the IoT all over the world, providing

network environment not only to urban areas but also to areas

lacking adequate infrastructure (e.g.,disaster-affected zones,

rural areas, and so on) is essential. In this vein, in this paper,

we focused upon using satellites to communicate with many

kind of things. Since the satellites have many advantages

such as wide coverage and they are disaster-resistant, they

can be considered as a good candidate to constructs networks

facilitating a world-wide IoT. Toward this end, we proposed

a new method to collect data efficiently from an arbitrary

wide area in the IoT by means of SRSS. In our proposal, the

satellite allocates time-slots on-demand to the sensor terminals,

which have some data to send, by a divide and conquer-based

approach, which consists of two steps, namely the searching

and allocation phases. In the searching phase, the satellite

finds the sensor terminals having data to send by repeating

the process of dividing the sensor terminals into groups and

removing some groups which do not include any sensor

terminal having data to send. In addition, the searching phase

stops on some level and moves to the allocation phase whereby

the satellite allocates time-slots to all the remaining sensor

terminals to minimize the total operating time. Moreover,

the operating time of the searching and allocation phases

are mathematically analyzed, and the total operating time

is minimized. By using our proposed method, the satellite

collects data from the sensor terminals deployed arbitrarily in

a wide area. Thus, in the environment where numerous sensor

terminals exist and they generate data at any time like IoT, our

proposed method makes it possible to collect data from them

by avoiding ineffective bandwidth allocation and to decrease

the operating time. Therefore, our proposed method realizes

EWp=Δs(0) · P(NRM=1)(0)

+

{
Δs(0) + Δs(1) +

(1 + |S(1)|) · t
2

}
· P(NRM≥2)(0) · P(NRM=1)(1)

+

{
Δs(0) + Δs(1) + Δs(2) +

(1 + |S(2)|) · t
2

}
· P(NRM≥2)(0) · P(NRM≥2)(1) · P(NRM=1)(2) + · · ·

+

⎧⎨
⎩

Dopt∑
D=0

Δs(D) +
(1 + |S(Dopt − 1)|) · t

2

⎫⎬
⎭ ·

Dopt−1∏
D=0

P(NRM≥2)(D) · P(NRM=1)(Dopt)

+

⎧⎨
⎩

Dopt∑
D=0

Δs(D) +
(1 + n(D) ·Gr(Dopt)) · t

2

⎫⎬
⎭ ·

Dopt∏
D=0

P(NRM≥2)(D). (16)
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global-scaled IoT effectively with a significantly high real-

time performance. Also, it has been clearly demonstrated that

in contrast with existing methods (such as slotted ALOHA

and TDMA-based fixed assignment schemes), our proposal

is capable of achieving higher efficiency of utilizing the

satellite’s bandwidth.
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